Abstract. We d e v elop a theory of bisimulation equivalence for the broadcast calculus CBS. Both the strong and weak versions of bisimulation congruence we study are justi ed in terms of a characterisation as the largest CBS congruences contained in an appropriate version of barbed bisimulation. We then present sound and complete proof systems for both the strong and weak congruences over nite expressions. The rst system we g i v e c o n tains an in nitary proof rule to accommodate input pre xes. We improve o n t h i s b y presenting a nitary proof system where judgements are relative to properties of the data domain.
Introduction
The broadcast calculus, CBS, is a value-passing process calculus where process intercommunication is achieved by the broadcasting of values. The calculus has been developed in series of papers 8, 9 , 1 2 ] and a subset has been implemented as an extension to Lazy ML, 10].
Here we are concerned with the development of a sound semantic theory for the Broadcast Calculus, in particular the provision of an equational theory and proof system for establishing process identities. Part of the problem is to decide on an appropriate notion of semantic equivalence for such languages. CBS has no natural notion of an internal action, often referred to as moves. However it does possess a distinguished action ! w h i c h corresponds to the production of noise. We rst look for a suitable notion of strong equivalence, where the production of noise is treated no di erently than the production of any other value, and then a suitable notion of weak equivalence, where noise is abstracted away. I n e a c h c a s e w e derive our notions of equivalence using reasonable criteria based on barbed bisimulation, 11]: in each case they turn out to be the least CBS congruences contained in an appropriate version of barbed bisimulation.
We study these equivalences further by giving two proof theoretic characterisations of each. The rst concentrates on closed process, i.e. processes with no free occurrences of value-variables this determines an equational characterisation except that an in nitary rule is required in order to deduce equivalences of the form x?T = x?U. The second characterisation is nitary, relative to an adequate proof system for expressions over the data domain. Here judgements are of the form b T = U meaning that in all evaluations which satisfy the boolean constraint b the evaluation of T is semantically equivalent t o t h a t o f U. The proof rules depend on deductions which can be made in an independent proof system for the data domain.
We n o w outline the rest of the paper. The syntax and operational semantics of the particular version of CBS that we study is presented in Section 2. The calculus is essentially the calculus CBS+ of 9], augmented with pattern-matching on inputs.
The input pre x x?T of CBS+ is replaced with x 2 S?T where S c a n b e a n y subset of values. We then de ne strong barbed bisimulation equivalence for CBS and we c haracterise the largest congruence contained within it. This we c a l l noisy bisimulation equivalence and it can be de ned directly in terms of certain types of bisimulations.
In Section 3 we give an in nitary equational characterisation of this congruence over closed nite expressions. Weak equivalence is addressed similarly in Section 4 using the corresponding notion of weak barbed bisimulation and the equational characterisation an extension of that of Section 3, is presented in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 is devoted to removing the in nitary proof rule. We f o l l o w the approach o f 3] in developing a nitary proof system over open terms which relies upon auxiliary proof systems for reasoning in the data domains.
Many of the details and most of the proofs are omitted from this paper. They may be found in 5, 6].
The Broadcast Calculus
The calculus we consider is a minor variation on that of 9]. The syntax is described by the following grammar:
It has many of the usual operators of CCS, 7 ] but communication is achieved by broadcasting values to all processes in the environment. The process e!P broadcasts the value of the expression e while x 2 S?T is a process which, on hearing the value v proceeds to act like the process T v=x] p r o vided v 2 S otherwise the value is ignored. Let V a l represent t h e s e t o f v alues which can be broadcast and a s p e c i a l value not in V a l represents noise in the system, i.e. broadcasts of values which can not be deciphered by a n y process. Note that the sets S guarding input pre xes never contain the value . I n T (f g) both f and g are functions from V a l f g to V a l f g, strict in the sense that f( ) = g( ) = . They are used to implement restriction and renaming and allow messages to be made local to particular processes. The strictness condition enforces the constraint that noise cannot be translated into an interpretable value.
This syntax presupposes a set of data expressions V a l E x p , r a n g e d o ver by e, and a set of boolean expressions BoolExp, ranged over by b. W e do not give a precise syntax for these languages but simply assume they have a minimal set of properties.
Thus we assume V a l E x p contains the set of values V a l f g and a set of variables V a r , ranged over by x. W e also assume that evaluations, functions from V a r to V a l , b e h a ve in a reasonable manner when extended to V a l E x p and BoolExp when e (or b) is closed, i.e. contains no occurrences of variables, then the value of the expression e is independent o f and we denote it by e] ]. Substitutions in data and boolean expressions are written as e e 0 =x] b e 0 =x] r e s p e c t i v ely and we extend substitutions to process terms in the obvious way, noting that x 2 S?T binds x in T. W e write v for an arbitrary value in V a l and w for a value in V a l f g. Finally we use T U : : : to range over arbitrary process terms whereas P Q : : : denote closed process terms or agents, i.e. terms with no free variables.
We n o w consider an operational semantics for this language, CBS, see Figure 1 again this more or less coincides with that presented in 9]. Throughout we assume t h a t w i t h e a c h constant name A we h a ve an associated de nition: A(x) def = T A wherẽ x contains all of the free variables that appear in T A , and A occurs guarded in T A . The most notable di erence between the operational semantics of CCS, 7] , and CBS is the introduction of a new kind of transition called discard, written T w:
;! T. This is essentially a`negation' of the transition T w?
;! T 0 for some T 0 (see Lemma 1 below) and is used to facilitate the presentation of the semantics for the parallel operator.
Some simple properties of these relations are given in the following lemma:
Lemma At the level of labelled transition systems CBS appears to be very similar to the value-passing process algebras of 3] and the operational semantics given above corresponds very much to the early operational semantics of that paper. However it is worth pointing out that at least one expected property is not true: P v?
;! Q does NOT imply that for every value v 0 there is a process Q v 0 such that P v 0 ?
;! Q v 0 . O n e reason is the use of guarded inputs, x 2 S?T here a value can be input only if it is in S. H o wever even if the only input construct allowed is x 2 V a l ?T the property still does not hold. For example the process (x 2 V a l ?T) (f g) can only receive t h e values from V a l which g doesn't map to .
Based on this operational semantics we wish to develop a version of strong bisimulation, 7], appropriate for CBS. Rather than develop a range of di erent theories we take the approach a d v ocated in 11] b y de ning a version of barbed bisimulation for CBS, barb . This is straightforward and uncontroversial since it relies only on a notion of reduction, which w e h a ve i n ! ;!, and a notion of when agents have t h e ability to produce values, which w e h a ve i n v! ;!. The \correct" version of strong bisimulation f o r CBS will then be that version, if it exists, which coincides with the CBS congruence generated by barb .
For any v alue v let P # v mean that P v! ;! P 0 for some P 0 . Then a symmetric relation R between agents is called a barbed bisimulation if whenever (P Q) 2 R ;! e We use barb to denote the maximal such relation which i s o b viously an equivalence. However it is preserved by v ery few of the operators of CBS and is not very interesting as a semantic equivalence. Instead we concentrate on the associated congruence.
De nition2. For agents P and Q let P c barb Q if C P] barb C Q] f o r e v ery CBS context C ]. The remainder of this section is devoted to giving a bisimulation t ype characterisation of c barb .
The characterisation is easiest to explain in terms of a new relation. In a broadcasting calculus an observer can not see whether a given process actually inputs a particular broadcasted value or simply discards it. This is captured by the following de nition: let P v??
; ;! P 0 then 9Q 0 :Q v?? ;! Q 0 and P 0 RQ 0 : We let P n Q if there exists some noisy bisimulation R such t h a t ( P Q) 2 R, i . e . n is the largest noisy bisimulation.
Because of Lemma 1 noisy bisimulations can be simpli ed considerably:
Proposition3. Let R be a s y m m e t r i c r elation over agents. Then R is a noisy bisimulation if and only if when (P Q) 2 R then P w! ;! P 0 implies there is some Q 0 such that P 0 RQ 0 and Q w! ;! Q 0 P v?
;! P 0 implies there is some Q 0 such that P 0 RQ 0 and Q v?? ;! Q 0 2
Proposition4. The relation n is preserved by all of the CBS operators except choice.
2
We can also capture noisy bisimulation equivalence from barb using static contexts, i.e. contexts in which the`hole' does not appear as a summand in a choice.
Proposition5. If Let S = f(R S) j C R] barb C S] R S: V a l g, where R : V a lmeans that R is a closed term de ned over the value set V a l . W e know t h a t ( P Q) 2 S by h ypothesis and we l e a ve it to the reader to show t h a t S is a noisy bisimulation. 2
Unlike strong bisimulation it turns out that noisy bisimulation is not preserved by the choice operator. For example x 2 V a l ?O n O but v!O+x 2 V a l ?O 6 n v!O+O.
However it can be easily modi ed to take c hoice contexts into account:
De nition6. Let P ' n Q be given by if P w! ;! P 0 then 9Q 0 :Q w! ;! Q 0 and P 0 n Q 0 if P v?
;! P 0 then 9Q 0 :Q v? ;! Q 0 and P 0 n Q 0 :
We s a y t h a t P and Q are strong noisy congruent.
Theorem 7. P c barb Q if and only if P ' n Q. 2 This theorem justi es our choice of ' n as the appropriate version of strong bisimulation equivalence for CBS and will be studied in the next section.
Characterising Strong Noisy Congruence over Simple Agents
In this section we g i v e an algebraic characterisation of Strong Noisy Congruence over a simple class of nite agents. In fact we restrict our attention to closed terms of the simple language given by T ::= O j e!T j x 2 S?T j b T j T + T:
In order to obtain a nite language we h a ve replaced the summation operator P There is an added complication for CBS which also exists for standard valuepassing process algebras, 3]. In a -algebra the congruence generated by a s e t o f equations is easily characterised in terms of substitution of equals for equals and the application of instances of the axioms. For agents in CBS more powerful rules are required. For although we can infer v!P ' n v!Q from P ' n Q it is not possible, in general, to infer x 2 S?T ' n x 2 S?U from any nite set of statements about agents we can not require the establishment o f T ' n U because these are open terms and the proof system only allows the manipulation of closed terms.
To o vercome this problem, following 4], we i n troduce an in nitary proof rule: cl-INPUT. In short, for agents in SA, instead of considering the congruence generated by a set of axioms AX we consider the identities derivable in the proof system given in Figure 2 .
For any agents P Q let A N`P = Q mean that P = Q c a n b e d e r i v ed in this proof system from the axioms A N .
Theorem 9. (Soundness and Completeness)
A N`P = Q if and only if P ' n Q:
Completeness relies on the following relationship between noisy equivalence and noisy congruence: Lemma 10. Let P Q 2 S A then P n Q i P + x 2 (I(Q) ; I(P))?P ' n Q + x 2 (I(P) ; I(Q))?Q: Moreover, when I(Q) ; I(P) and I(P) ; I(Q) are b oth non-empty there exist P 0 Q 0 such that d(P 0 ) < d (P) d (Q 0 ) < d (Q) and P 0 n P n Q n Q 0 , w h e r e d(P) denotes the depth of a term de ned b y
The existence of the terms P 0 and Q 0 stated above is crucial to the proof of completeness. We s h o w w h y this is the case in the proof of a similar result, Theorem 23 in Section 5.
Observational Congruence
In this section we follow the programme of the previous section but consider as an unobservable (inaudible) action. We de ne the familar notion of a weak move using the operational semantics of Figure 1 . Weak moves, traditionally denoted by the double arrow, are de ned as the least relations between closed terms that satisfy the following: P " =) P P ;! Q implies P =) Q P ! ;! =) Q implies P =) Q P =) ! ;! Q implies P =) Q where 2 f w! v ? w:g. W e will occasionally use the notation P ! =) Q to mean P ! =) =) Q, a n d w e will de ne^ to be " when = ! a n d otherwise. Once again we use the technique of barbed bisimulations 11] t o p r o vide us with o u r n o t i o n o f w eak bisimulation. This method provided a novel version of strong bisimulation called noisy bisimulation and it transpires that the congruence associated with weak barbed bisimulation will be characterised by the corresponding weak version of noisy bisimulation.
De nition11. A symmetric relation R between agents is called a weak barbed bisimulation if (P Q) 2 R implies -I f P ! ;! P 0 then 9Q 0 Q " =) Q 0 and (P 0 :Q 0 ) 2 R -F or each v 2 V a l , i f P # v then 9Q 0 Q " =) Q 0 with Q # v.
We write P barb Q if there exists a weak barbed bisimulation containing (P Q). It is easy to see that barb is preserved by few of the operators of CBS so we focus on the congruence generated by this relation:
De nition12. For ;! P 0 then 9Q 0 Q v?? =) Q 0 and (P 0 Q 0 ) 2 R . We write P Q if there exists a weak bisimulation R such t h a t ( P Q) 2 R . This is the de nition of weak bisimulation proposed in 9] and the presentation here justi es this choice of de nition. In Proposition 3 we p r o ved that discard need not be taken into account when de ning noisy bisimulation. Unfortunately the same is not true for weak bisimulation in CBS. To illustrate this suppose that 0 is the largest of the symmetric relations R such t h a t ( P Q) 2 R implies Then it is easy to see that !P 0 P for any agent P although !P is not in general weakly bisimilar to P. A counter-example to illustrate this is 
Proposition14. is congruent with respec t t o a l l o f t h e C B S o p erators except
summation.
2
We n o w s h o w that it is possible to obtain this de nition of weak bisimulation by considering barbed bisimulations in static contexts, that is contexts in which t h e hole does not appear as a summand in a choice.
Proposition15. If Proof. We use a similar technique to that for the strong case, that is using the translation functions to translate all strong broadcasts into -moves and using renaming to preserve the barbs. There are added complications with matching -moves which are dealt with in the same manner as 11].
As one might expect the relation is not a congruence for CBS owing to the fact that it is not preserved by the summation operator. This fact is ascribed to the so called pre-emptive power of to resolve c hoices 7]. In CCS we de ne observational congruence as the largest congruence relation strictly contained in weak bisimulation a n d a c haracterisation of this observational congruence tells us that for two agents P and Q to be related any move from P must be matched by at least one move from Q. That is, for every possible choice made by one agent, then at least one choice must be made by the other agent and vice-versa. This helps in understanding the following de nition.
De nition16. We de ne observational congruence = to be the symmetric relation ;! P then Q v:
;! Q Theorem 17. P =barb Q if and only if P = Q. 2 
Characterising Observational Congruence over Finite Agents
We present an algebraic characterisation of observational congruence over the class SA. Because noisy congruence is strictly contained in observational congruence it is clear that we will require the axioms A N for our present c haracterisation. In addition to these axioms then we require analogies of the tau laws of CCS:
A1 : :P = ccs :P. A2 :(P + :Q) + :Q = ccs :(P + :Q). A3 P + :P = ccs :P. The natural versions of A1 and A3 for CBS are unsound we h a ve already seen, for example, that !P is not, in general, weakly bisimilar to P. F or A3 w e r u n i n to di culties when P is allowed to receive a n y v alue v, s a y. F or then !P may discard v but P + !P is obliged to receive it. We adopt admissible versions of these axioms. A1 simply becomes T a u 1 : e!( !X + X) = e!X A2 is adapted to and T a u 4 : e!X + !(Y + e!X) = !(Y + e!X): Note that a version of T a u 1 for input pre xes is also sound but is derivable using the rule cl-INPUT.
We denote the set of axioms A N together with the Tau axioms listed above b y A N . It is a simple matter to check t h a t e a c h axiom in A N is indeed sound with respect to observational congruence. For agents P Q let A N `P = Q mean that P = Q can be derived from the axioms A N using the rules in Figure 2. Theorem18. (Soundness) For all agents P and Q, A N `P = Q implies P = Q:
The remainder of this section deals with the proof of the converse of this, completeness. The exposition of this completeness proof will require the usual notion of a standard form.
We s a y a closed term is in standard form if it has the form X Proof. By induction on the length of the derivation P w! =) Q using the axioms T a u 2 a n d T a u 4.
With these Lemmas we c a n n o w p r o ve:
Proposition21. Given any agent P 2 S A , there exists a saturated standard f o r m P such that d(P) d(P) and A N `P =P : 2
We n o w p r o ve an analogue of the decomposition theorem of CCS, i.e. P ccs Q i P =ccs Q or P =ccs :Qor :P =ccs Q: Recall that, in CBS, not only does ! h a ve pre-emptive p o wer but so has reception of values. This property manifests itself in noisy bisimulation not being preserved by c hoice and in Lemma 10 we present an analogue of the decomposition theorem which relates noisy bisimulation and noisy congruence. What we require here then is a happy c o m bination of the decomposition theorems of 7] and Lemma 10. So let us x a particular v 2 S j l and see how this can be inferred. We know t h a t T j v=x] Q v l so from this we will show that A N ` !T j v=x] = !Q v l and the result will follow b y the Derivation Lemma and T a u 2.
For convenience let P Q denote T j v=x] Q v l respectively. W e n o w apply Theorem 22 to get one of three possibilities (i) P + x 2 U?P = Q + x 2 V ?Q (ii) P + x 2 U?P + !P = Q + x 2 V ?Q (iii) P + x 2 U?P = Q + x 2 V ?Q + !Q where U = I(Q) ; I(P) a n d V = I(P) ; I(Q). We s h o w h o w to deal with case (iii) and leave cases (i) and (ii) to the reader. We h a ve t wo e v entualities to consider.
U =
Here we h a ve P = Q + x 2 V ?Q + !Q and we can use induction to obtain A N ` !P = !(Q + x 2 V ?Q + !Q). Now w e can apply the Noisy scheme to obtain A N ` !P = !(Q + x 2 V ?Q + !(Q + x 2 V ?Q)) from which A N ` !P = !(Q+x 2 V ?Q) follows by Tau1. Another application of Noisy gives the required result.
U 6 =
Here we h a ve P +x 2 U?P = Q+x 2 V ?Q+ !Q and in this case we cannot apply induction immediately as the combined depth of the terms has not decreased. But Theorem 22 tells us that there exists P 0 Q 0 such t h a t d(P 0 ) < d (P) a n d d(Q 0 ) < d (Q) such t h a t P 0 P and Q 0 Q. Suppose without loss of generality that d(P) d(Q). Then, since !P = !P 0 , w e can use induction to obtain A N ` !P = !P 0 . A simple application of the cl-INPUT rule gives A N `x 2 U?P = x 2 U?P 0 . This in turn implies that P +x 2 U?P 0 = Q+x 2 V ?Q+ !Q and here we can apply induction since the combined size has decreased. So we obtain A N ` !(P + x 2 U?P 0 ) = !(Q + x 2 V ?Q + !Q): Using the fact that A N `x 2 U?P = x 2 U?P 0 we get A N ` !(P + x 2 U?P) = !(Q + x 2 V ?Q + !Q) from which the required A N ` !P = !Q follows by applications of the Noisy and Tau1 axioms. We use more or less the same equations as in the proof system for closed terms. There are two exceptions, Noisy and Tau3. These are in fact axiom schemes and are de ned in terms of the sets I(P) for closed expressions P. In order to generalise these axiom schemes to open terms we need to extend the function I to open terms. We follow the approach t a k en in 5] and relativise it to a boolean world, de ning I(b T), the set of values which the term T may r e c e i v e w h e n T is instantiated as an agent b y a n e v aluation such that j = b. Moreover we g i v e a syntactic de nition of I(b T) for a subclass of terms T.
We call an open term T a standard form if T X The proof of this theorem relies heavily upon the use of symbolic bisimulations 2]. Symbolic bisimulations appropriate to CBS have been developed in 5, 6 ] a n d detailed accounts of the proof of Theorem 25 may be found there.
